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ABSTRACT 

 
Vehicles parked on streets make traffic problems in urban areas worse. We propose a 

method to detect those street-parking vehicles, using epipolar plane images (EPIs) 
acquired by a line scan camera, for traffic census. Our method is based on calculating 
the distance between the vehicles and the camera from the slope of the feature paths in 
an EPI. The feature paths are extracted in an EPI by the Hough transformation. The 
experimental results show that our proposed method can detect vehicles almost at 70 % 
rate of detection. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
In crowded urban areas, vehicles parked on streets occupy a certain area of the streets 

at any time and cause traffic problems, such as slow-moving traffic. It is very important 
for traffic census to obtain the number of those vehicles and the rate of their occupied 
area, occupancy. At present traffic census, measurement of those actual conditions is 
performed manually. Especially, for actual traffic condition survey in Japan, 
street-parking vehicles have been manually counted by investigators taking measuring 
vehicles. We are interested in automatic measurement of the number of those vehicles 
and occupancy of streets by those ones. 

Related work was performed by Ono(1), et al. They used a scanning laser sensor and 
he got the distance to target street-parking vehicles directly, however, they don’t use 
image sensors. 

This paper describes a method to detect street-parking vehicles from epipolar plane 
images (EPIs), which are easily obtained by a line scan camera. EPI analysis, firstly 
developed by Bolles(2), is a technique for building a three-dimensional description of a 
static scene from a dense sequence of images. EPI analysis is used to calculate the 
features depth from the slope of feature paths in EPIs. Fundamental ideas, features of 
side of vehicles, our proposed detection method, and outdoor experimental results are 
addressed in the rest of this paper. 

 
EPIPOLAR PLANE IMAGE ANALYSIS 

 
A general stereo configuration with two cameras, as shown in Figure 1, consists of 

two lens centers, their respective image planes and a point P  in the scene. The plane 
on which there are each point P  in the scene and two lens centers is called the 
epipolar plane. Each epipolar plane intersects the image plane along the line, called the 
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epipolar line. The line joining the two lens centers intersects an image plane at the point 
which is called an epipole. 

An epipolar plane has several epipolar lines on their respective image planes. This 
sequence of epipolar lines constructs an image, called epipolar-plane image. The points 
on an epipolar plane are projected onto an epipolar line on each image plane. An EPI 
contains all the information of the features in the epipolar plane, that is, a slice of the 
scene. 
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Figure 1 A general stereo configuration with two cameras modeled as pinholes. 

In the same way of two-camera stereo, an epipolar-plane image is also obtained from 
a sequence of images when a camera’s lens center moves in a straight line. When a 
camera moves in a straight line, pointed perpendicularly to its trajectory, the epipolar 
plane is the plane on which there are each point P  of the scene and the lens center’s 
trajectory, in the left side of Figure 2. This camera’s motion is named a lateral motion. 
Epipolar lines on these image planes for a lateral motion are collinear and parallel to the 
lens-center’s trajectory.  

These epipolar lines construct an epipolar-plane image, in the right side of Figure 2. A 
point P  of the scene, called (scene-) feature point, draws a path in the epipolar-plane 
image, referred as feature path. When a camera’s velocity in its lateral motion is 
constant, all feature paths are straight in the epipolar-plane image. 
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Figure 2 An epipolar-plane image for a camera’s lateral motion: a camera’s lateral motion 

and an epipolar line on its image plane at each time (left), the epipolar-plane 
image contained of a sequence of epipolar lines (right). 
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For a period 2 1t t t∆ = − , the projected point of the feature point P  onto the image 

plane moves from 1P  to 2P , at a distance of u∆  between 1P  and 2P  in the image 
plane. The image plane and the feature point P  are at a distance h  and D  from the 
lens-center’s trajectory respectively. It is assumed that the velocity V  of the lens 
center is constant. The proportion of D  to h  is same as the proportion of V t× ∆  to 

u∆ , so that the relationship between the depth D  of the feature point P  from the 
camera’s trajectory and the slope /m t u= ∆ ∆  of the feature path in the epipolar-plane 
image is derived as the following equation, 

V tD h h V m
u

× ∆= × = × ×
∆

. 

 
FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS 

 
An epipolar line for a lateral motion, whereby the camera is aimed perpendicularly to 

its path, is a scanning-line image on a conventional two-dimensional image plane, so 
that it is easy to construct EPIs. Furthermore, by using a line scan camera with higher 
frame rate than a normal camera’s frame rate of 30 Hz, EPIs consisting of more dense 
scanning-lines are obtained, and feature paths in EPIs are smoothly continuous. Feature 
paths for stationary features in the scene are straight lines in EPIs, when the velocity of 
a camera is constant. Those feature paths are easy to be detected by image processing, 
so the slope of those straight lines can be calculated. 

We mount a line scan camera on a measuring vehicle to look sideways, horizontally 
and at appropriate height. We assume that the measuring vehicle moves along parallel 
with a row of vehicles parked on streets, the camera can take many scans on their side to 
obtain EPIs. It is true that we have applied a line scan camera to obtain EPIs, but we can 
also obtain EPIs on a usual camera if its frame rate is fast enough. 

 
FEATURES ON SIDE OF VEHICLES 

 
A line scan camera should be set up to cut horizontally street-parking vehicles in the 

scene, so that the cutting plane is an epipolar plane including features of them. In other 
words, some of feature paths in the obtained EPI mean feature points of street-parking 
vehicles. Its height decides what features of street-parking vehicles appear on an EPI. At 
actual measurement, the camera gets various kind of vibration through a vehicle’s body, 
such as engine vibration and sway of the vehicle, and so it is important to choose height 
of the camera so that certain vehicle’s features can always appear on the EPI caught by 
the camera under vibration. 

In order to examine how features appear on side of vehicles, 2-D intensity images of 
saloon-type cars are binarized with 1's where edges are found and 0's elsewhere by the 
Canny method, and then we compare features appearing on three horizontal straight 
lines with different height, (a), (b), and (c) in Figure 3. 

Binary features on the higher horizontal lines (a) are located partly on a background 
‘through the windows of the vehicles’. Those features have the depth different from the 
vehicle body’s one, and one vehicle in an EPI consists of some divided regions between 
which there are regions of the background. In consequence, it is undesirable for the 
depth-from-slope method used in this paper. 
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Binary features on the lower horizontal lines (c) lie partly on the vehicle’s wheels 
whose shapes are round and are typical features among all types of vehicles. They, 
however, might appear intermittently in an EPI because the camera’s height changes 
under vibration through the vehicle’s body in the real measurement. Such features as 
wheels would susceptible to vibration and not be suitable for applying an EPI analysis, 
while features like vertical lines of vehicles appear robustly in an EPI. 

Binary features on the middle horizontal lines (b) consist of the intersections with the 
following two features: one is the perpendicular feature lines on the side of a vehicle 
and the other is the boundaries of the vehicles against the backgrounds. The 
perpendicular feature lines remain nearly unaffected by vibration. When they come 
from the specular surface of the body, it turns out that their appearance depends on 
various external factors, such as illuminating conditions, the color of the vehicle, and 
reflection of their surroundings, by comparison between the left and right images in 
Figure 3. In the left image vertical border lines of the door show themselves clearly, 
while in the right image they are difficult to determine.  

In conclusion, the boundaries of the vehicles on such a middle horizontal line as (b), 
which is perpendicular, produce stable and desirable feature paths in an EPI. For 
saloon-type cars, the best camera height was determined through the above-mentioned 
verification. Wide variety of vehicles are parked in streets, thus only camera height can 
not be determined to be suitable for sensing in common with all-type vehicles. In this 
paper, only saloon-type vehicles are taken account of, however, they are typical and 
have a certain amount of propriety, since the derived camera height might be effective 
for another-type vehicles.  
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Figure 3  Photographs (upper) and binary images (lower) of side of saloon-type vehicles 

and three different high lines. (These two vehicles form a row in the same 
location at the same time. The left and right vehicles are parked in the shade 
and sun, respectively.) 

GENERATION OF EPIPOLAR PLANE IMAGE 
 
Whole measuring system consists of a line scan camera, an image capturing board 
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and a computer. The line scan camera is SP-14-02k30 manufactured by DALSA, which 
has 2048 pixels and has a line frequency with 0.3 to 14 kHz. The image capturing board 
is IPM-8540D manufactured by GRAPHIN, and the computer is a PC-AT computer. 
Figure 4 shows the line scan camera mounted on the measuring vehicles. It will be best 
if the camera height for saloon-type vehicles is about 700 mm from the 
above-mentioned discussion, and the camera is set up at about 700 mm height and 
horizontally in the measuring experiments. 

 

   
Figure 4 A line scan camera mounted on the measuring vehicle: in the left image the 

vehicle has another conventional camera on its roof, and in the right image the 
line scan camera is zoomed up. 

The measuring vehicle properly mounted the line scan camera goes pass a 
street-parking vehicle as a measuring target, straight along the neighbor lane as Figure 5 
illustrates. This motion is a lateral motion or what, for acquirement of 3-D information 
from the surrounding environment. An EPI is expected to be obtained as indicated in the 
right of Figure 5. Feature points in area (a), (b), (c) and (d) of the target vehicle in the 
left of Figure 5 draws feature paths (a), (b), (c) and (d) in the EPI in the right of Figure 5, 
respectively. The feature paths (a) and (d) have the same slope and the feature paths (b) 
and (c) have the same slope, though two slopes are not same and proportional to depth 
to the corresponding feature points.  
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Figure 5 Measuring situation and expected EPI: each feature point draws the 
corresponding feature path in EPI. 

 
An EPI is given in Figure 6, as an experimental result targeting at a street-parking 
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vehicle along Route 246 in Tokyo. The target vehicle is a white minivan as shown in 
two upper photographs of Figure 6. The EPI has four feature paths (a), (b), (c) and (d) 
which mean the boundaries of the minivan as mentioned above. In addition, a region 
between feature paths (b) and (c) means the side body of the minivan. Its side has two 
perpendicular boundaries of its side door which draw two perpendicular feature paths in 
the EPI. Feature paths (b) and (c) are derived from feature points which are hithermost 
from the lens center, while the other feature paths (a) and (d) are derived from feature 
points which are most far from the lens center. The difference between two depths, 
which means the width of the minivan, can be calculated and informs us of the existence 
of the minivan. 
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Figure 6 A target street-parking vehicle (upper) and an EPI (lower) whose size 2048x16383 
pixels, the velocity is 10 km/h 

 

IMAGE PROCESSING PROCEDURE 
 
Images obtained by the line scan camera are 8 bit gray-scale images. By using image 

processing techniques, we examine change of the distance to objects coming up straight 
in front of the lens center. First, we divide the whole image into segmentations by every 
a few hundreds pixels in the direction of time and analyze every image segmentation in 
order of time. By the Canny method, these images are differentiated and binarized to 
detect edges. In order to identify straight lines in the binary images, the Hough 
transformation is applied and the most remarkable straight line is detected. The slope of 
those feature paths is calculated and plotted against time, and then we determine change 
of the depth from the lens center. 

The whole procedure consists of the following three steps depicted in Figure 7; Image 
Split, Edge Detection and Line Extraction. 

 
1.  Image Split 
The EPI is split by every several pixels in the direction of time, in order to find 
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feature paths coming up in the EPI in chronological order. In this splitting process, there 
is no duplication and no gap occurring among all split small images. 

 
2.  Edge Detection 
So as to find edges in each split image, we use the Canny method, which finds edges 

by looking for local maxima of the gradient of each image. The gradient is calculated 
using the derivative of the Gaussian filter. The method uses two thresholds; the low 
threshold is 0.0125 and the high threshold is 0.0313 in Figure 6. The standard deviation 
of the Gaussian filter σ  is 1. Each split image results in a binary image with 1's where 
edges are found and 0's elsewhere by the Canny method. 

 
3.  Line Extraction 
Straight lines lying concealed in each split binary image could be detected using the 

Hough transformation which is implemented in the Radon function applied to the binary 
image. The locations of strong peaks in the Radon transform matrix correspond to the 
locations of straight lines in the original image. A straight line in each split image is 
represented by cos sin 0x yθ θ ρ+ + = , where the origin of the coordinate system is the 
center of the image, θ  is the normal angle of this line with reference to the x-axis and 
ρ  is the distance of this line from the origin. The range of θ  is 1 to 180 degrees and 
the range of ρ  is within plus or minus a half length of a diagonal line of the split 
image. In the Hough transformation, quantization for an angle θ  is at 1 degree. 

The strongest peak is only made a search for and selected, and then the corresponding 
straight line could be regarded as the most remarkable feature path in each split binary 
image. Finally, the slope of the selected feature path means approximately the depth of 
the corresponding feature point from the lens center at the moment the corresponding 
image was taken. 
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Figure 7 Image processing diagram 
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There are some points of concern in the above image processing procedure, and here 
they are explained. 

By how many pixels it is best to split an EPI depends on the measuring conditions 
mainly as the velocity of a measuring vehicle and the line frequency of a line scan 
camera. We examine depth curves generated by three splitting sizes, 100, 200 and 300 
pixels, as shown in Figure 8. In the case that the line frequency is 7 kHz and the 
velocity of a measuring vehicle is about 20 km/h, the best splitting size is 300 pixels in 
consequence. 
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Figure 8 Depth curves for each split size; 100, 200, 300 pixels in order from left to right 

If there is no splitting the EPI, processing by the Hough transformation at once such a 
large-size image as the whole image in Figure 6 finds an infinite number of feature 
paths. It is extremely difficult, in fact impossible, to arrange those infinite number of 
feature paths in order of appearance. 

 
Since every split image is extremely wider from side to side than is long from top to 

down, crosswise lines consist of much more pixels projected on the Hough parameter 
space (equals to the Radon function matrix) than longitudinal lines. If nothing is done, 
crosswise lines, as against longitudinal lines, tend to be transformed to local peaks in 
the Hough parameter space and always tend to be selected as the most remarkable lines 
in the original image. In order to avoid this problem derived from the irregular shape of 
the original image, the original image is transformed onto the Hough parameter space as 
the number of projected pixels respect to length of each projection line by using the 
Radon function. 

 
DEPTH-FROM-SLOPE 

 
After the image processing procedure mentioned above, the slope of feature paths in 

EPIs informs us the depth to the corresponding feature points in the scene. In this paper, 
we use the slope of the projective line from 1 to 180 degrees in stead of the depth 
between feature points and the lens center. However, calculation of depth from slope is 
important and it is described here. 

For the slope of the feature path m , the distance D  between the corresponding 
feature point and the lens center of the camera can be calculated by the following 
equation. 

2 tan
2

v m pD
f θ
× ×=

× ×
 , 

where v  (m/s) is the velocity of the measuring vehicle, m  is the slope of the 
feature path, p  (pixels) is the number of pixels of a line scan camera, f  (Hz) is the 
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frequency of scanning a line, and θ  (degrees) is the angle of field of the camera. 
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Figure 9 Slope of normal lines of the feature paths plotted against time with split size 300 

pixels. 

 
ESTIMATION OF THRESHOLD 

 
A threshold value for a depth curve is used in order to identify a street-parking 

vehicle. The threshold value is subject to the distance between a lens center and the side 
of a street-parking vehicle. To cite a case this distance between them is 2 meters, it is 
advisable to set the threshold value to about 2 meters adding half a width of a vehicle. 
However, the distance between the lens center and a street-parking vehicle is not 
constant and can not be known always in various actual situations. It is almost 
impossible to know how long is the width of each lane on the roads measuring, what 
lane the measuring vehicle travels along, and where exactly on the lane it travels. 

Thus, considering such a normal situation as Route 246 at Tokyo, a threshold value 
could be estimated as the following equation. Assuming that the measuring vehicle 
travel through the center of the middle lane and a street-parking vehicle stop at the side 
of the left lane,  

 
2 2

probemiddle
th left common

WWD W W
  ≈ + − +  

   
 , 

where leftW  (m) is the width of the most left lane on which there is a street-parking 
vehicle, middleW  (m) is the width of the middle lane along which the measuring vehicle 
travels, commonW  (m) is the width of the street-parking vehicle, and probeW  (m) is the 
width of the measuring vehicle in Figure 10. Actually Route 246 has leftW  with 3 
meters and middleW  with 3.2 meters. A street-parking vehicle is regarded as one of 
saloon-type vehicles with commonW  as 1.8 meters, and the width of our measuring 
vehicle, probeW , is 1.72 meters. As a result, the estimated threshold value is calculated as 
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1.94thD =  (m). 
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Figure 10 A traffic scene of Route 246 at Tokyo and widths of two lanes and vehicles. 

Slope of a feature path in an epipolar-plane image is in proportion to depth from a 
feature point. Corresponding to the estimated threshold value thD , the angle thφ  of a 

normal line against a feature path is equal to 1180 tan 90thm
π

−× +  (degrees), and is 

calculated as below. 

 

1

1

180 tan 90

2 tan180 2tan 90

th th

th

m

D f

V p

φ
π

θ

π

−

−

= × +

 × × × 
= × + × 

 

 , 

where 0 180thφ< ≤  degrees. 

On Route 246, the estimated threshold values thφ  respect to velocity of the 
measuring vehicle are summarized in the following table, where 2048p =  (pixels), 

1.8f =  and 7 (kHz), and 62θ =  (degrees). 

Table 1 Estimated threshold value thφ  with respect to the measurement velocity. 

Estimated threshold value thφ  (degree) 
Velocity V (km/h) / (m/s)

1.8f =  (kHz) 7f =  (kHz) 
10 (km/h) / 2.78 (m/s) 126 161 
20 (km/h) / 5.56 (m/s) 110 145 
30 (km/h) / 8.33 (m/s) 103 134 
40 (km/h) / 11.1 (m/s) 100 125 
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OUTDOOR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Our developed measuring vehicle measures vehicles parked on Route 246 in Tokyo, 
Japan. As a result of the measurement, an EPI as Figure 6 is obtained by a line scan 
camera, DALSA SP-14-02k30. Figure 6 shows that the vehicle parked on the street 
appears as three light-gray belts in the middle of the image. The height of the camera is 
900 mm, the velocity of the probe vehicle is 2.78 m/s (10km/h), the number of pixels of 
a line scan camera is 2048 pixels, the frequency of scanning a line is 7 kHz, and the 
angle of field of the camera is 62 degrees. 

After the image processing, Figure 9 provides a plot of the slope of the feature paths 
90m +  degree against time. There are the changes of the slope corresponding to the 

vehicle parked on the street in Figure 9. The distance D  between the side surface of 
the street-parking vehicle and the measuring vehicle is calculated to be 1 meter for 

145 90 55m = − =  degrees by the equation. 
When the measuring vehicle goes straight at 4-level of velocities; 10 km/h, 20 km/h, 

30 km/h and 40 km/h, the rate of detection of street-parking vehicles is summarized in 
Table 2. In this summary, the estimated threshold values are used and the rate of 
detection is calculated as the number of vehicles detected by this system respect to the 
sum of the number of vehicles parked actually and the number of vehicles detected 
wrongly. Relationship between velocity of the measuring vehicle and the rate of 
detection could not be found. The entire rate of detection is 71 %. 

Table 2 Rate of detection with respect to 4-levels of velocities 

Velocity of the measuring 
vehicle (km/h) 

Rate of detection of 
street-parking vehicles (%) 

10 66 
20 100 
30 75 
40 60 

 
Distortion occurs from the specular reflection on the side of target vehicles, the 

reflection of the surroundings onto the side surface of target vehicles, and the special 
structure of target vehicles. The specular reflection inputs a strong light beam into the 
lens, and then obtained images are over a range of a CCD’s sensitivity. The reflection of 
the surroundings causes the remarkable feature paths in EPIs. In the image processing, 
they are detected wrongly. In results, wrong depth is calculated. Trucks have different 
body structure than common vehicles. Trailer and tractor could be detected separately to 
be two vehicles. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

We proposed the method of detecting street-parking vehicles using a line scan camera. 
By using the line scan camera, we obtain directly EPIs including features of target 
vehicles. Our detection method is based on the EPI analysis with a lateral motion of the 
camera. Feature paths are detected in the EPI by using the Hough transformation and 
their slopes in the EPIs are proportional the distance between the lens center and the 
corresponding feature points in the scene. 
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Threshold values are utilized for detection of street-parking vehicles. Threshold 
values depend on the road widths, velocity of the measuring vehicle, a camera’s 
scanning frequency, and so on. Then, we introduced the estimated threshold values and 
examined to apply them to the measuring data. Using the estimated threshold values, 
our detection rate was 71%. The outdoor experiments show that our method is available 
and effective for detecting those vehicles in the real environment. 

Illumination conditions cause distortion; for example, specular reflection because the 
vehicles’ body have mirror surfaces, and reflection of the surroundings onto the body. 
Furthermore, distortion also occurs from special structure of target vehicles, e.g. trailer 
and tractor. 
 

FUTURE WORKS 
 

In this paper, a line of CCD consists of 2048 pixels, however, feature points straight 
in front of a lens center are needed, and then only a few hundred pixels in the middle of 
the line are acquired and processed in the image analysis. It is enough to detect 
street-parking vehicles. 

A laser sensor can measure the distance directly and robustly in the outdoor 
environment. However, an image sensor like a camera has much more information from 
data. Thus, we will fuse an image sensor and a laser sensor, and improve the whole 
system. In addition, since EPIs can be obtained by a usual camera, our results also 
showed the possibility that a high frame-rate 2-D image sensor can detect street-parking 
vehicles. 
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